
OPENS UP THE KITCHEN. 
HELPS CLEAR THE AIR.

START THE CONVERSATION
Do you currently have an under-cabinet hood and  
countertop microwave, or wish your over-the-range  
microwave took up less space?

What recipes do you enjoy making that generate  
smoke, steam or odors?

TOP FEATURES
FITS WHERE AN UNDER-CABINET HOOD FITS*
Revolutionary low profile design combines a microwave and  
hood into the under-cabinet space normally occupied by a range 
hood alone and eliminates the need for a countertop microwave.

POWERFUL VENTILATION FILTERS SMOKE AND STEAM
Powerful 500 CFM Motor Class** encourages cooks to 
experiment by helping to clear the smoke, steam and grease of 
high-temperature cooking techniques such as stir-frying in a wok.

KMLS311H
Shown in Stainless Steel with PrintShield™ Finish;  
also available in White, Black and Black Stainless.

KMLS311H
LOW PROFILE MICROWAVE HOOD COMBINATION
Dimensions: 10-1/4" H x 30" W x 18" D

* Based on 24" minimum install for under-cabinet 
hoods and Low Profile Microwave Hood.

** Performance varies based on installation.  
Resources available at HVI.org.



DID YOU KNOW?
Cooking can deposit grease in the home over time, causing potential 
long-term damage to walls and cabinetry. This low profile microwave 
captures smoke, grease and odors all across the cooktop, with two 
quiet yet powerful fans that provide high-performance ventilation.

* Stevenson TraQline Kitchen Appliances Only. Q1 2015-Q1 2016. 
iTunes and Google Play are trademarks owned by their respective companies. 
®/™ ©2018 KitchenAid. All rights reserved. Printed in USA. KC180102

DEMO
Show & sell the two Stainless Steel baffles 
on the underside of the microwave. The 
baffles and LED lights are positioned to line 
up with the cooktop elements or burners 
below, and add to the professional look 
of the KitchenAid® design. Each baffle is 
dishwasher safe and easily removed for 
cleaning by simply pulling on a chrome clip.

To learn more about KitchenAid® microwave ovens,  
download the app Advantage by Whirlpool Corporation on iTunes® and Google Play®.

RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS
1 out of 3 kitchen appliance purchases include more than one product.*  
To complete the suite, introduce your customers to these product offerings.

KRFC300ESS
Also available in BL, WH & BS

KSEG700ESS
Also available in BS

KDPE234GPS
Also available in BS


